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IntroductionIntroduction

•• InIn a Chance discovery,  a Chance discovery,  it is newly recognized that latent it is newly recognized that latent 
structure behind observation often plays an important structure behind observation often plays an important 
role in the dynamics of visible events. role in the dynamics of visible events. 

•• The latent structure is composed of invisible events The latent structure is composed of invisible events 
named as named as dark eventsdark events and can be visualized by a and can be visualized by a 
breakingbreaking--through method, through method, Data crystallization,Data crystallization, where where 
dummy nodes may potentially correspond to them. dummy nodes may potentially correspond to them. 

•• In addition, a new method, In addition, a new method, humanhuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing
is developed to reveal the latent structure along with a is developed to reveal the latent structure along with a 
simplified stable crystallization algorithmsimplified stable crystallization algorithm..



PurposesPurposes

1.1. Development of  a new process for designing Development of  a new process for designing 
new products from patents with new products from patents with HumanHuman--
interactive annealinginteractive annealing and and Data crystallization.Data crystallization.

2.2. Propose New method of Propose New method of Pictogram Pictogram to aid to aid 
human understanding a visible latent structure human understanding a visible latent structure 
of patent by of patent by HumanHuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing and and 
Data crystallizationData crystallization and to emerge new and to emerge new 
scenarios for new products.scenarios for new products.



HumanHuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing and and 
Data CrystallizationsData Crystallizations



Application of Application of HumanHuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing
and and Data CrystallizationData Crystallization to patentsto patents
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Preliminary study for 6 patents of Preliminary study for 6 patents of ““CCD InspectionCCD Inspection”” and and ““Marking systemMarking system””



Result & Tasks of Preliminary studyResult & Tasks of Preliminary study

ResultResult ““ Only one engineer out of 6 examinees can  Only one engineer out of 6 examinees can  
interpret each clusters of event map but nobody  interpret each clusters of event map but nobody  
can create new scenarios from dummy nodes.can create new scenarios from dummy nodes.””

1.1. Difficult to find the relation among many words in each Difficult to find the relation among many words in each 
cluster.cluster.

2.2. Hard to read words with low contrast caused by many Hard to read words with low contrast caused by many 
black links behind words.black links behind words.

3.3. Difficult to predict imagine suitable words to Difficult to predict imagine suitable words to 
corresponding dark events. corresponding dark events. 



Countermeasures of TasksCountermeasures of Tasks
1.1.Add patent number in each claims as tags and Add patent number in each claims as tags and 

prepare prepare PictogramPictograms of each patent number, which s of each patent number, which 
contain charts, drawings and all claims and dark contain charts, drawings and all claims and dark 
event number. event number. 

2.2.Change the presentation timing of Change the presentation timing of PictogramPictogram to to 
examinees.                                                      examinees.                                                      
--Show the Show the Pictogram Pictogram of patent numbers for the    of patent numbers for the    
reinterpretation after interpreting each cluster and reinterpretation after interpreting each cluster and 
creating scenarios.                                             creating scenarios.                                             
--Next, show otherNext, show other PictogramPictogram of dark events when of dark events when 
new scenarios are about to considered.new scenarios are about to considered.

3.3.Instruct examinees to give their prior attention to Instruct examinees to give their prior attention to 
a aggregated dark events between clusters.a aggregated dark events between clusters.
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Process for designing new products Process for designing new products 
scenariosscenarios
Step1Step1:  Create the event map by KeyGraph after processing  :  Create the event map by KeyGraph after processing  

patents with patents with humanhuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing andand data crystallization      data crystallization      
and show it examinees.and show it examinees.

Step2Step2:  Instruct them to interpret the event of each cluster and writ:  Instruct them to interpret the event of each cluster and write the e the 
title of them on each clusters through group discussiotitle of them on each clusters through group discussion.n.

Step3Step3:  Instruct them to create scenarios in each cluster through gro:  Instruct them to create scenarios in each cluster through group up 
discussion.discussion.

Step4Step4:  Show them :  Show them PictogramPictogram pasting to the corresponding patent pasting to the corresponding patent 
numbers and have them reinterpret the cluster referrinnumbers and have them reinterpret the cluster referring to them , g to them , 
when the group discussion starts standing still.when the group discussion starts standing still.

Step5Step5:  Show them other :  Show them other PictogramPictogram pasting to the corresponding dark pasting to the corresponding dark 
event numbers and instruct them to pay their prior attevent numbers and instruct them to pay their prior attention to ention to 
aggregated dark events between clusters.aggregated dark events between clusters.

Step6Step6:  Select new scenarios which can be agreed by all of them and :  Select new scenarios which can be agreed by all of them and 
evaluate them in feasible and novel view points by fulevaluate them in feasible and novel view points by full 10 points. l 10 points. 



Application of Application of Data crystallization with Data crystallization with 
PictogramPictogram for 106 patentsfor 106 patents
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1. Technology for structure of marking system1. Technology for structure of marking system

4. Technology for inkjet marking system4. Technology for inkjet marking system

Dummy nodes 2

6. Technology for control of CCD inspection system Dark event 2

5. Technology for back end inspection system5. Technology for back end inspection system

3.Technology for driving mechanism of marking system3.Technology for driving mechanism of marking system2.Technology for control of marking system2.Technology for control of marking system



New Scenarios for new productsNew Scenarios for new products
ScenarioScenario Aggregated Dark Aggregated Dark 

eventsevents
ScenarioScenario

11 494, 647, 696, 697494, 647, 696, 697 Marking system which is available to mark around zonal defects bMarking system which is available to mark around zonal defects by y 
using logic which divide position of the defects into segments  using logic which divide position of the defects into segments  and and 
transmit the information to the marking processor  in case they transmit the information to the marking processor  in case they are are 
appeared over the range between sensor and markappeared over the range between sensor and mark

22 System which identify defects of a product with marking and deteSystem which identify defects of a product with marking and detect ct 
the mark after cutting at back end so as to increase the efficiethe mark after cutting at back end so as to increase the efficiency of ncy of 
visual inspection.visual inspection.

33 Barcode management which make visual inspection effectively withBarcode management which make visual inspection effectively with
barcode at back end by processing the information about the posibarcode at back end by processing the information about the position tion 
and classifications of defects with it and marking it near by deand classifications of defects with it and marking it near by defects.fects.

44 Marking system with multiple heads on multiple axes towards Marking system with multiple heads on multiple axes towards 
traveling direction, which is prevented from missing to mark arotraveling direction, which is prevented from missing to mark around und 
DefectsDefects

55 Mark the information of defects of each segment after dividing iMark the information of defects of each segment after dividing into nto 
segments on the surface of film in roll.segments on the surface of film in roll.

66 594594 Adhere thermal cured resin around defects on the surface of filmAdhere thermal cured resin around defects on the surface of film and and 
change the color of it with laser or thermal element for markingchange the color of it with laser or thermal element for marking resinresin..

51, 563, 53251, 563, 532

64, 153, 53264, 153, 532



Evaluation of scenariosEvaluation of scenarios
No. of scenariosNo. of scenarios 11 22 33 44 55 66

ManagerManager 1010 33 1010 1010 1010 55

Engineer1Engineer1 1010 22 1010 1010 1010 33

Engineer2Engineer2 88 22 1010 1010 1010 11

Sales1Sales1 1010 22 1010 1010 1010 44

Sales2Sales2 99 88 1010 88 1010 77

TotalTotal 4747 1717 5050 4848 5050 2020

ManagerManager 44 66 55 77 55 99

Engineer1Engineer1 33 55 44 88 55 99

Engineer2Engineer2 44 77 44 88 55 88

Sales1Sales1 33 77 66 66 66 1010

Sales2Sales2 33 88 44 77 44 1010

TotalTotal 1717 3333 2323 3636 2525 4646

ManagerManager 66 44 33 77 22 33

Engineer1Engineer1 55 44 22 44 11 1010

Engineer2Engineer2 22 44 11 55 11 22

Sales1Sales1 22 55 22 55 11 55

Sales2Sales2 33 22 11 33 22 22

TotalTotal 1818 1919 99 2424 77 2222

Grand TotalGrand Total 8282 6969 8282 108108 8282 8888
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ConclusionConclusion

•• 6 latent structure of 106 patents are heuristically 6 latent structure of 106 patents are heuristically 
acquired by acquired by HumanHuman--interactive annealinginteractive annealing and  clearly and  clearly 
visualized by visualized by Data CrystallizationData Crystallization

•• PictogramPictogram aided examinees to identify the technology aided examinees to identify the technology 
contents of each clusters and to emerge new scenarios contents of each clusters and to emerge new scenarios 
for new products from dummy nodes.for new products from dummy nodes.

•• Our new process aided making a decision to design Our new process aided making a decision to design 
new products by creating  novel and feasible scenarios.new products by creating  novel and feasible scenarios.

1. 1. ““Adhere thermal cured resin around defects on the surface of filmAdhere thermal cured resin around defects on the surface of film and change the color of it and change the color of it 
with laser or thermal element for marking resinwith laser or thermal element for marking resin..””

2. 2. ”” Make multiple marking ink jet heads against travel direction of Make multiple marking ink jet heads against travel direction of works to improve slippage loss works to improve slippage loss 
of defects inspection.of defects inspection.””



Procedures of Procedures of KeyGraphKeyGraph



Scenario Map of Scenario Map of KeyGraphKeyGraph

＊Scenario Map：Visualized textual dataset by KeyGraph



BackgroundBackground

•• Patent comes to be more important role in Patent comes to be more important role in 
business enterprises as tangible assets.business enterprises as tangible assets.

•• Patent should be applied strategically not Patent should be applied strategically not 
only for intellectual property but also for only for intellectual property but also for 
new products design to satisfy customer. new products design to satisfy customer. 
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